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Although it is widely recognized that alli-eator snapping
turtle populations are heavily exploited (Sloan and Lovich.
1995) and likely declining (Pritchard,, 1989: Ernst et al..
1994),,little attention has been focused on the overall role of
the species as a scavenger, predator, and possible plant
disperser. Our data suggest that Macroclentls has an important function in the trophic structure and dispersal mechatnisms of riparian systems. Effective management strate-eies
for rivers and wetlands in the southern United States should
include efforts to protect turtles such as Macroclemrs.
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The Ryukyu Archipelago is located in the subtropical
region of East Asia and extends from Taiwan to Kyushu in
Japan (123"8, 24"N - l3l"E, 31"N, Fi.-{. I ). Three sea turtle
species, the lo..ggerhead (Crtrettct coretto), green turtle
(C h e I oni a mv tla,s), and hawksb tll ( E re tm o c h e I y s i m b ri c ut u),,
are known to nest on islands of this archipela-eo (e.g.,,
Kamezaki, 1989, 199 l). Nesting data have largely been
collected fiom the southern and the northern Ryukyus
(Kamezaki, 199 1). Very little information is available rein the Okinawa Islands of the
-earding sea turtle nesting
central Ryukyus (Uchida et al., 1984), even though islands
in this re-eion have many sandy beaches that are apparently
suitable for sea turtle nestin-e. Considerin-e that quite a few
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Figure 1. Map of East Asia showing locations of the Ryukyu
Archipelago and the Okinawa Islands.
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beaches of the central Ryukyus are currently subject to rapid

artificial development, it is very important, from both ecological and conservation standpoints, to clarify the current
statLls of these beaches as nesting sites of sea turtles.
We have recently obtained quantitative data for emergence traces of sea turtles on Okinawajima and adjacent
islands. In this note, we assess the beaches of these islands
nesting sites of sea turtles and briefly discuss environmental factors that may inf-luence their nesting frequency.
Metltocls.
A total of I l3 beaches were investigated,
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- on okinawajima and 50 on
of which 63 were

adjacent
islands (Fig. 2, Table I ). Available dara indicate rhar in rhe
Ryukyus the three sea turtle species emerge on the beaches
from May to october (Kamezaki, 1987), so, field surveys
were conducted during this period in 1994. To minimize the
variation in frequency of emergence among beaches attributable to seasonal considerations, we visited each beach
three times: first between early May and late June, second
between early July and late August, and last between early
September and late October.
In each sllrvey the number of emergence traces (i.e.,
body pits and/or tracks) was counted. For body pits, however, the presence of eggs was not confirmed. Our prelimi-

nary observations indicate that body pits usually remain
visible for more than two months, so we believe there is no
substantial difference between the number of body pits we
counted and the actual number of body pits made on each
beach. However, because tracks disappear more easily, it is
probable that ollr methods underestimated their actual number. Shore-line length, width, and height of each beach was
also measured.
Results Emergence traces of sea turtles were found
on 47 beaches including2g on Okinawajima and 18 on other
islands (Fig. 2;Table 1). The number is equivalenr to 4l.6To
of the total number of beaches surveyed.

on okinawajima, emergence traces were found on
46,0Vo

of the beaches surveyed, most of which were located

in the northern part of the island. The number of body pits per
km shore-line was 4.65 in the northern half of Okinawajima

(defined on the basis of the total shore-line lengrh of all
okinawajima beaches surveyed), whereas it was 0.24 in the

Figure 2. Map showing the locations of beaches surveyed

ancl

fiequency of emergence traces found on each beach. Island abbreviations
oK: okinawajima, Ko: Kourijima, YG: yagajijima,
fE. Iejima, MN: Minnajima, SS: Sesokojima, IK: Ikeijima, My:

Miyagijima, HH: Hamahigajirna, YB: Yabuchiilma, TU:

Tukenjima, KD: Kudakajirna, KM: Komakajima. The dashed line
indicates the boundary between northern and southern regions of
Okinawajima defined on the basis of the total shore-line length of
the beaches surveyed.

southern half. The mean value for the other islands was 3.20
body pits/km (Table 1).
A significant positive correlation was identified between the number of body pits per km shore-line and beach
width (r = 0.162,df = l0l , P 10.05 ). However, no significant
correlation was identified between the number of body pits
and beach height (r = 0. 138, df

length

(r = 0.204, df =

= 107 , P > 0.05) or shore-line

107, P

Table 1. The numbers and frequencies of emergence traces found
on beaches on each island or reglon.
Island or
Region
Okinawajirna
north
Okinawajima
south

Adjacent
islands (total)
Kor"rrijima

Yagajijirna
Iejima
Minnajirna
Sesokojima

Ikeijima
Miyagijima
Hamahigajima

Yabuchijima
Tukenjima
Kudakajima
Komakajima

No.
Beaches

3l

No.

Body Pits
83

32

50
53
l2
l0
5t
ll
40
34
10
l0
7t7
522
l0

5l
7

Body Pits/

km

4.65

No. Tracks/
Tracks km
ill

5.4

r

0.2-t

t+

0.66
3.20
6.86
0

3.20

57

343

l.l+

6

0

1.65

l7

0.60
t.71

0

0

0

2

r0.00

5

0

0
0

0

6.21
11.56
0

6

2t
0

3._51

0
3.48
0
12.50
0
0
2.20
2t.54
0
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difference was identified in beach width between beaches in
the northern and southern regions of Okinawajima (t-test: P
> 0.05).
Discussion The number of body pits per km shoreline in the northern half of Okinawajima (4.65) was ca. 19

ported by the Department of Culture, Education Branch,
Okinawa Prefectural Government.

times greater than that in the southern half of the island
(0.24). This variable merely reflects the total number of
nesting attempts per km shore-line, and thus might not
strictly correlate with the actual nesting frequency. However, such a prominent difference should be interpreted as
indicative of much greater importance of beaches located in
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the northern part of the island than those in the southern part
as nesting sites. The number of body pits per km in the other
islands (3.20) was lower than that in northern Okinawajima,
but much higherthan that in the southern half of Okinawajima.

The number of body pits found on adjacent islands (57)
equaled39c/o of the total found in the present survey. Thus,
these islands also seem to offer important nesting sites for
sea turtle populations around the Okinawa Islands.
Hays and Speakman ( 1993) found that in Greece the
loggerhead turtle tends to lay eggs away from the sea, and
that the hatching success increases significantly in nests laid
farther from the sea. This means that the width of beaches
can be an important factor for sea turtles emerging on
beaches to nest. Therefore it is suggested that sea turtles
prefer wider beaches, resulting in the presence of a significant correlation between the pit density and the beach width

in our data.
As was mentioned above, however, there was no significant difference in width between beaches of the northern
and the southern regions of Okinawajima. So, one cannot
attribute the striking difference in the density of nesting
traces between these regions to beach width. On Ascension
Island, nesting frequency is reported to be less on beaches
near clrlization (Stancyk and Ross, I97 8). Many types of

artificial lighting also have the potential to disrupt

Rec'eivecl: 6

of Japan,
1990). Thus, disturbances to ne stin-q sea turtles in the southern regions are probably much greater than in the northern
northern portion (National Geographic Agent

portion. Collection and analyses of data for artificial obstructions, as well as for natural beach characteristics other
than those considered above (Mortimer. 1982 ). are stron_e:lv
needed to verify this hypothesis and to advance coltservation
measures for nesting sea turtles in the central Rvukvus.
e_g_ss

or species identification was not made for each body pit
because of time limitations. In the future, efforts to search tor
eggs will be necessary to solve these problems.

August 1995, Ac'cepted: 24 September I 995.
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Mating Behavior in Captive Alligator
Snapping Turtl es (Macroclemys temminckii)
J. BnExr HanRELr, NnrL H. DoucLAS2,
Mauny M. HaRAwAy3, AND R. Daln THournsr

the

nesting of sea turtles (Witherin.-eton, 1992). The southern
regions of Okinawajima accommodate a much greater human population and have more facilities for tourists than the

In this survey, the confirmation of the presence of
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There is no information about rnating or courtship
of alligator snapping turtles (Macroclenrys
temmirtckii) in their natural environment and only limited
information exists about captives (Allen and Neill, 1950;
Dobie, 197 l; Grimpe, 1987). Described mating behavior

behavior

occurs in the water where the larger male pursues the smaller

female. After a short pursuit the male climbs onto the
female's carapace and grasps the front and back margins.
The chin of the male touches the back of the head of the
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region. Duration of coitus is from 5 to 25 minutes. The
male's body is slanted to one side with the tail pushed
downward which pushes the female's tail aside, allowing

